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Abstract

In this study, a modified adaptive control algorithm is proposed and investigated. The algorithm consists of a controller, an estimator and an auxiliary model like in model reference adaptive control strategy. PID controller is used to provide controlling. The controller includes adjustable parameters. Traditional PID controller parameters are usually set to fulfil the reference behaviour criterion. In this study, minimum-time criterion is chosen. Extended Kalman-Bucy estimator is employed for estimating controller parameters to make system behave like auxiliary model. The estimator adjusts the controller parameters so that system output can catch the reference input at minimum time. The study may call as the minimization of the settling time problem. The controller and estimator of the system are operated simultaneously. The achievement of the proposed algorithm is proved by simulation results including a simple dc motor model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

DC motors have some advantages such as stability, linearity and controllability in point of applicability of various control algorithms. They are also able to demonstrate a high performance [1], [2]. Motion control of DC motors with high accuracy are paid attention manufacturing and industrial applications [3], [4].

Speed control is an important issue for dc and ac motors. Since DC motors could provide an easy speed or position control, they are used in many field where speed and position control are required such as industrial, robotic applications and home appliances [5]–[7].

The most used feedback control technique, PID (Proportional – Integral - Derivative) controller was defined with a formal mathematical rule by C. Minorsky a Russian American engineer in 1922[8]. PID controllers are mostly employed for industrial motor control applications due to their simplicity and efficiency [9]–[16]. However PID
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control with non-adaptive coefficient may not ensure acceptable high performance [17], [18]. In control engineering, various modern methods have been developed for dc motors, such as sliding mode control [6], [19], model reference adaptive control [20], observer based robust control [21], intelligent control [5], [22]. Each of them with their original characteristics has been implemented effectively. Adaptive control assures predefined output tracking performance and steady-state accuracy with the system uncertainties [3].

Adjusting the PID controller parameters allows the performance criterion to be maximized according to performance criterion such as minimum-time, minimum-energy etc. Although PID parameters could be adjusted manually, there exist some approaches to adjust the parameters. In [23] Ziegler-Nichols proposed a PID tuning formulation, based on time and frequency response of the system. Åström and Hägglund have a work about auto-tuning intending to simplify the applicability of Ziegler-Nichols method by relay method [24]. Schei proposed a technique for the auto-tuning of PID controllers [25]. Robust PID auto-calibration method is demonstrated in [26]. Poulin et al. presented an adaptive PID controller using an explicit identification with iterative parameter estimation [27].

Kalman filter is widely used estimation algorithm [28], [29]. The filter is able to estimate the states [30–32] and parameters [33] of the system by using and processing the sensor measurements. Kalman filter is capable of filtering the measurements of any sensor that may include white noise [34]. In case Kalman-Bucy filter estimates the states of any system and also the parameters of the system, the filter is called Extended Kalman-Bucy filter. The filter requires state-space model of the whole system. Including the controllable system and PID controller, can be combined as an only one system so that Extended Kalman-Bucy filter can be employed and estimate controller parameters.

In this study, an adaptive PID control algorithm is demonstrated. The adaptation of the PID controller parameter is provided by Extended Kalman-Bucy filter with minimum-time optimization criterion. The proposed algorithm uses the Extended Kalman-Bucy filter as a parameter estimator to adjust the PID parameters. To try out the performance of the algorithm, the permanent magnet dc motor model has been used. Section 2 determine how to model of dc motor as a sample model. Section 3 demonstrates how to obtain combined system including the controller and the system in order to estimator can use. Section 4 explains how to apply the filter to the system. Section 5 includes the simulation results. Section 6 discusses the proposed algorithm in the study.

2. MODELING DC MOTOR

In this study, the dc motor is thought as a controllable object. To perform the controller system simulation, the mathematical model of the motor is required. The schematic diagram of dc motor is shown in Figure 1.

Describing simulation model of dc motor requires system equations. DC motor model can be composed by following four equations.

The left side of the diagram in Figure 1 presents the armature circuit partition of dc motor. According to Kirchhoff’s voltage law,

\[ V_a(t) = R_a i_a(t) + L_a \frac{di_a(t)}{dt} + e_m(t) \]  

where \( V_a \) is applied voltage, \( R_a \) the electrical resistance of the armature circuit, \( i_a \) the armature current, \( L_a \) the electrical inductance of the armature circuit, \( e_m \) the electromotive force. The right side of the diagram presents mechanical partition of dc motor. According to Newton law,
The motor torque, $T_m$ is given by:

$$T_m(t) = J \frac{d}{dt} \omega_r(t) + B \omega_r(t) + T_L(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $T_m$ is the motor torque, $J$ the moment of inertia, $\omega_r$ the rotor angular speed, $B$ the mechanical system damping ratio or the motor viscous friction constant, $T_L$ the load moment. The motor torque $T_m$ has a proportional relation with armature current, $i_a$, by a coefficient $K_a$.

$$T_m(t) = K_a i_a(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

DC motor electromotive force $e_m$ is related to the angular speed $\omega_r$, by coefficient $K_b$.

$$e_m(t) = K_b \omega_r(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Substituting (3) and (4) into (1) and (2), the useful state space equations are obtained as (5) and (6)

$$\frac{d}{dt} \omega_r(t) = -\frac{B}{J} \omega_r(t) + \frac{K_a}{J} i_a(t) - \frac{1}{J} T_L(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

$$\frac{d}{dt} i_a(t) = -\frac{K_b}{L_a} \omega_r(t) - \frac{R_a}{L_a} i_a(t) + \frac{1}{L_a} V_a(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

Any linear time-invariant system is explained as follows

$$\dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

$$y(t) = Cx(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where $A$ is the system matrix, $B$ is the control input coefficient matrix and $C$ is the observing matrix. (5) and (6) can be reformulated as linear time-invariant equations (7)-(8). Hence the state-space form of the dc motor system is explained as (9)-(10) [35].

$$\begin{bmatrix} \dot{\omega}_r(t) \\ \dot{i}_a(t) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} -\frac{B}{J} & \frac{K_a}{J} \\ -\frac{K_b}{L_a} & -\frac{R_a}{L_a} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \omega_r(t) \\ i_a(t) \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{J} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} T_L(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

$$y = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \omega_r(t) \\ i_a(t) \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

### 3. COMBINED SYSTEM

PID controllers are mostly used in industrial applications due to simplicity and practicability. Here, the PID controller is described for a DC motor model. The input of the DC motor is symbolized as $V_a$. It defines the control voltage applying to the motor and PID controller output signal as well. PID controller is then described as follows:

$$V_a = K_p e(t) + K_i \int e(t) dt + K_d \dot{e}(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

$$e(t) = \bar{\omega}_r(t) - \omega_r(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

where $V_a$ is the controller output, $K_p$ is proportional gain, $K_i$ is integral gain, $K_d$ is derivative gain, $\bar{\omega}_r$ is the desired or reference angular speed. $\omega_r$ is actual angular speed. $e(t)$ is the angular speed error which consists of the difference between the reference input and system output as seen in (12). Figure 2 demonstrates how to apply a PID controller to a dc motor speed control system. $\omega_{r,mec}$ is mechanical angular speed in Figure 2 [36]. The measurement of $\omega_r$ is generally performed by encoders or tachometers in practically. As a mechanical magnitude $\omega_{r,mec}$ is transformed into electrical magnitude by speed measuring block.
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Figure 2. Overall, dc motor control system

If (11) is substituted into (6), (13) is obtained,

$$\frac{d}{dt} i_a(t) = -\frac{K_b}{L_a} \omega_r(t) - \frac{R_a}{L_a} i_a(t) + \frac{1}{L_a} V_a(t) + K_p e(t) + K_i \int e(t) dt + K_d \frac{d}{dt} e(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

Substituting (12) into (13) demonstrates the combined control system including PID controller and dc motor. The integral of the error $\int e(t) dt$ is
deemed as a new state variable of the whole controlled system. Finally combined system, including PID controller and the dc motor, is described by (14)-(15) as a linear time invariant system. Extended Kalman-Bucy filter needs system state-space model like given below. The filter deems, \( K_p, K_b, K_d \) coefficients as system unknown parameters and estimate them.

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix} e(t) \\ \omega_a \\ i_a \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -1 & 0 \\ 0 & -\frac{B}{J} & 0 \\ \frac{K_b}{L_a} - \frac{K_d}{L_a} + \frac{K_i}{L_a} & \frac{R_a}{L_a} - \frac{K_d}{L_a} & \frac{K_i}{L_a} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} e(t) \\ \omega_a \\ i_a \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -\frac{1}{J} & 0 & 0 \\ \frac{K_b}{L_a} & \frac{K_d}{L_a} & \frac{K_i}{L_a} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} T_t \\ \omega_o \\ \tau \end{bmatrix} \tag{14}
\]

\[
y = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \\ \omega_o \\ i_a \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} e(t) \\ \omega_a \\ i_a \end{bmatrix} \tag{15}
\]

### 4. EXTENDED KALMAN-BUCY FILTER

Richard Bucy and et. al. developed the continuous-time Kalman filter as an unpublished work in John Hopkins Applied Physics Lab. in the late 1950s. Meantime Rudolf Kalman developed the discrete Kalman filter in 1960 [28]. Kalman and Bucy got aware of each other’s work in April 1960 and cooperated to the publish of [29]. The work is sometimes called as Kalman-Bucy filter [37].

Kalman-Bucy filter is not widely used in practice owing to inapplicability in digital computers. However, the continuous-time filter provides how to make a state or parameter estimation [34]. In order to estimate the states and parameters of the system simultaneously, the whole system must be extended with parameters and linearized according to states and parameters. This kind of filter is called as Extended Kalman Filter. Here Extended Kalman Filter is going to be employed for estimating the PID parameters, \( K_p, K_d, K_i \) existing in (14) as new states of the whole system. Beside load moment \( T_L \) is needed to be estimated due to difficulty of measurement. Extended Kalman filter is presented in this study directly. The reader is referred to [28], [34], [37]–[39] for Kalman-Bucy theoretical details.

The continuous-time extended Kalman filter is written as

\[
\dot{x}' = f (\dot{x}', u') + P(t)H^T R^{-1} (\tilde{y} - H \dot{x}') \tag{16}
\]

\[
\dot{P} = FP + P F^T - \frac{1}{r} PH R H^T P + QQ^T \tag{17}
\]

where \( \dot{x}' \) estimated states vector, \( H \) observer output matrix, \( \tilde{y} \) measurable states vector, \( P \) is error covariance matrix. \( Q \) and \( R \) are the system and input white noise variance matrices, respectively.

### 4.1. Load Moment Estimator

Measuring the load moment of dc motor has difficulties during the dc motor run. Load moment then can be estimated by using estimator. The estimator used here is Extended Kalman-Bucy filter. Unlike the indices in (16) and (17), \( L \) is used here as the load moment indice. The load moment estimator equations are then

\[
\dot{\dot{x}}_L' = f (\dot{\dot{x}}'_L, u'_L) + P_L H^T L^{-1} (\tilde{y} - H_L \dot{x}'_L) \tag{18}
\]

\[
\dot{P}_L(t) = \begin{bmatrix} F_L P_L + P_L F_L^T - \frac{1}{r} P_L H_L^T R_L^{-1} H_L P_L + G_L Q_L G_L^T \\ -P_L H_L^T R_L^{-1} H_L P_L + G_L Q_L G_L^T \end{bmatrix} \tag{19}
\]

Another estimator is used for estimating the PID controller coefficients. Considering the load moment, \( T_L \), in (9) as a parameter of the dc motor, demonstrates (20) as system functions to be used for composing load moment estimator equations.
$\dot{x}'_L(t) = f\left(x'_L, u'_L\right) = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d}{dt} \omega_r(t) = - \frac{B}{J} \omega_r(t) + \frac{K_a}{J} i_a(t) - \frac{T_i(t)}{J} \\
\frac{d}{dt} i_a(t) = - \frac{K_h}{L_a} \omega_r(t) - \frac{R_a}{L_a} i_a(t) + \frac{1}{L_a} V_a(t) \\
\frac{d}{dt} T_L = w_{T_L}
\end{bmatrix}$

$y_L = H_L x'_L + v_L$ (21)

where $x'_L$ the system state vector, $w_{T_L}$ the artificial noise term added to the system so that Kalman filter can modify the estimate of $T_L$ parameter. Moreover $v_L(t)\in R^{1}\times 1$ is output white noise vector. The $x'_L$, $u'_L$ and $H_L$ is defined as follows

$x'_L = \begin{bmatrix} \omega_r \\ i_a \\ T_L \end{bmatrix}, \quad u'_L = \begin{bmatrix} V_a(t) \\ w_{T_L} \end{bmatrix}, \quad H_L = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$

The load moment parameter is considered as the new states of the whole control system. It is required to find the partial derivative matrices, first as follows

$F_L = \frac{\partial f \left(x'_L, u'_L\right)}{\partial x'_L}_{x'_L, u'_L} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{B}{J} & \frac{K_a}{J} & -\frac{1}{J} \\
- \frac{K_h}{L_a} & - \frac{R_a}{L_a} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$ (22)

$G_L = \frac{\partial f \left(x'_L, u'_L\right)}{\partial u'_L}_{x'_L, u'_L} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & L_a & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$ (23)

(22) and (23) are substituted into (19) the equations get run in the estimator algorithm.

4.2. PID Coefficients Estimator

The extended form of the system state functions are defined as (24) - (25). Here $x'$ the system state vector, $w_p$, $w_i$, $w_d$ the artificial noise terms added to the system so that Kalman filter can modify the estimate of PID parameters. Moreover $v(t)\in R^{2}\times 1$ is output white noise vector. The $x'$, $u'$ and $H$ is defined as follows

$x' = \begin{bmatrix} e(t) dt & \omega_r & i_a & K_p & K_i & K_d \end{bmatrix}^T$

$u' = \begin{bmatrix} T_L & \dot{\omega}_r & \dot{i}_a & w_p & w_i & w_d \end{bmatrix}^T$

$H = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$

The PID parameters are obviously considered as the new states of the whole control system. It is required to find the partial derivative matrices first as (26) - (27). The $I$ is identity cubic square matrix. The reason of using Extended Kalman filter is to estimate the controller parameters. However, controller needs a reference rule or criterion. The criterion is chosen as minimum-time criterion. Time-optimized system is used as an auxiliary reference model. The ideal transfer function of reference auxiliary model is expected as a constant. In other words, the settling time of any ideal time-optimized system is supposed to be zero.

Figure 3. Load moment estimator
\[
x'(t) = f(x', u') = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d}{dt} e(t) = -\omega_i + \bar{\omega}_i \\
\frac{d}{dt} \omega_i = \frac{B}{J} \omega_i + \frac{K_a}{J} i_a - \frac{1}{J} T_L \\
\frac{d}{dt} i_a = \frac{K_a}{L_a} \left[ e(t) + \frac{K_a - K_p}{L_a} \frac{K_d}{L_a} B J \omega_i + \left[ -\frac{R_a}{L_a} - \frac{K_d}{L_a} \frac{K_d}{J} \right] \frac{1}{L_a} - \omega_i + \frac{1}{L_a} \bar{\omega}_i \right] + \left[ \frac{1}{L_a} \int e(t) dt \right] + \frac{1}{L_a} B \omega_i - \frac{1}{L_a} \frac{K_d}{J} i_a + \frac{1}{L_a} \frac{1}{J} T_L \\
\frac{d}{dt} \bar{\omega}_i = w_p \\
\frac{d}{dt} \omega_i = w_i \\
\frac{d}{dt} i_a = w_d
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(24)

\[y = Hx' + v\]

(25)

\[
F = \frac{\partial f}{\partial x'} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{B}{J} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \frac{K_a}{J} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(26)

\[
G = \frac{\partial f}{\partial x'} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\frac{1}{J} & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{K_d}{L_a} + \frac{K_p}{L_a} & \frac{K_d}{L_a} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(27)

Hence, equilibrium point or the output vector of the auxiliary system is defined as

\[
\bar{y} = \left( \bar{\omega}_i, \bar{i}_a \right) = \left( \bar{\omega}_i, \frac{B \bar{\omega}_i(t) + T_L(t)}{K_a} \right)
\]

(29)

(29) demonstrates the outputs of ideal reference auxiliary model. The vector is used in Kalman filter algorithm as \(\bar{y}\) defined before in (16). The controller coefficient estimator takes the outputs of ideal auxiliary model as if they are the measured outputs of system. Thus, the estimator will estimate the controller coefficients based on the behaviour of the reference model. Figure 4 demonstrates the auto-tuning block diagram about how to apply all equations to the control system. The block diagram in the figure includes dc motor model, PID controller, load estimator, auxiliary ideal reference model and Extended Kalman-Bucy controller parameters estimator.
5. SIMULATION RESULTS

Some illustrative results are presented here related to auto-tuning using Kalman-Bucy algorithm explained in the previous section. Motor model parameters and initial conditions are chosen as below [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage supply</td>
<td>110 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current</td>
<td>10 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joule</td>
<td>0.002215 kg·m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.002953 N·m·s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_b</td>
<td>1.28 V/(rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_a</td>
<td>1.28 N·m/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_a</td>
<td>11.2 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_a</td>
<td>0.1215 H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 demonstrates the step response of the dc motor. \( V_a = 1 \) V is applied to motor as an input signal. It seems uncontrolled dc motor does not have an appropriate settling time. The speed of dc motor could be controlled by any controller such as traditional PID controller. The adjustment of PID controller parameters determines how the speed of DC motor behaves until the actual speed reaches the reference speed. Ziegler-Nichols [23] Åström-Hägglund [24] intended to find optimal PID parameters by using the time and frequency response of the system. This study intends to optimize PID parameters online, using extended Kalman-Bucy filter at the minimum settling time of the speed of DC motor.
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**Figure 5.** Dc motor step response

DC motor control system in Figure 4 has been simulated in Matlab. The initial conditions and parameters of the Kalman-Bucy filter are given as follows.

\[
\hat{x}'(0) = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,
\]

\[
Q_L = \text{diag}([1 1]),
\]

\[
R_L = 1,
\]

\[
P_L(0) = \text{diag}([1 1 10^6]),
\]

\[
Q = \text{diag}([1 1 1 1 1]),
\]

\[
R = \text{diag}([1 1]),
\]

\[
P(0) = \text{diag}([1 1 10^6 10^6 10^6])
\]

The initial states of all controller parameters are in estimate vector \( \hat{x}'(0) \) and chosen as zero.

Step response simulation results of the whole control system is demonstrated in Figure 6. The reference speed \( \omega_r \) has been chosen as 1 rad/s and applied to the control system at 0.5th second. The actual speed \( \omega_r \) seems to be settled about in 1 second. Angular speed error graph demonstrates the error between reference speed and actual angular speed. Reference speed and load moment is applied to the rotor simultaneously. The load moment has been chosen as 1 Nm. The algorithm estimates the load moment as well about in 0.5 second. The PID parameters are estimated simultaneously once the algorithm runs.
Figure 6. The step response simulation results of dc motor control system for load moment test ($T_L = 1 \text{ Nm}$)

Figure 7. The simulation results with load for varying reference speed in different time intervals
Figure 7 demonstrates the simulation results that the reference speed $\omega_r$ is taken as different values for different time intervals to examine the robustness of the algorithm. Reference speed $\omega_r = 1$ rad/s is applied to the system at the beginning. The reference speed is then changed for every 4 second. The actual speed $\omega_r$ seems to be able to converge on the reference speed $\omega_r$. Angular speed error graph demonstrates that error decreases over time.

Figure 8 includes the step response results of the control system with applying varying load moment to the rotor. The load moment is $T_L=0$ Nm at the beginning. Load moment is then increased to 1 Nm at the fifth second. Rotor speed seems to be affected and decreased at that time suddenly. However, the speed then increases to reference speed. After load moment increased, the PID parameters are being adjusted by the Extended Kalman-Bucy algorithm as well. According to error graphs, angular speed and load moment errors decrease over time.

6. CONCLUSION

Traditional PID controllers do not include adaptive parameters. The parameters are tuned by some traditional auto-tuning methods such as aforementioned above. In order the tune the controller, the step response or frequency response of the system which is desired to be controlled, is required. However, in this study, the PID controller is tuned by Extended Kalman-Bucy filter according to optimal time criterion. The estimator does not need the step or frequency response etc. except the system model. The effectiveness of the whole control algorithm showed up in the illustrative simulation results.

The controller may need high power to reach the reference speed in minimum-time according to optimal-time criterion. In such a situation, the auxiliary reference model can be chosen as a simple first order transfer function instead of a constant model. The controller can imitate the behaviour of chosen first order system. The study guides how to employ Extended-Kalman-Bucy filter to obtain model reference adaptive control system.
In this paper, as a sample model, DC motor, has been used to test the algorithm. Alternatively, any linear or nonlinear system which is desired to be controlled could be chosen to analyze the algorithm. Especially, Expanded Kalman-Bucy filter is useful for non-linear system control due to linearizable. The technique in this paper, can be applied to another type control techniques such as sliding mode control etc. In addition, it is believed that the method will be more useful in systems with short time constant.
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